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FIG. 1

(57) Abstract: The subject matter of this specification generally relates to providing content related to text depicted in images. In one
a s aspect, a system includes a data processing apparatus configured to extract text from an image. The extracted text is partitioned into

multiple blocks. The multiple blocks are presented as respective first user-selectable targets on a user interface at a first zoom level. A
user selection of a first block of the multiple blocks is detected. In response to detecting the user selection of the first block, portions
of the extracted text in the first block are presented as respective second user-selectable targets on the user interface at a second zoom

© level greater than the first zoom level. In response to detecting a user selection of a portion of the extracted text within the first block,
an action is initiated based on content of the user-selected text.
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[0001] The Internet provides access to a wide variety of resources, such as

image files, audio files, video files, and web pages. A search system can identify

resources in response to queries. The queries can be text queries that include one or

more search terms or phrases, image queries that include images, or a combination of

text and image queries. The search system ranks the resources and provides search

results that may link to the identified resources or provide content relevant to the

queries.

[0002] images (e.g., digital photographs) have become a popular way for users to

collect and take action on information, as evidenced by the ubiquity of smartphones with

cameras and camera-first applications. For example, a user that has taken a

photograph on their srnartphone or other device may want to obtain further information

about the content of the photograph. In some cases, the user may have to open a

different application to enter a query based on what the user identifies in the

photograph, which is cumbersome and may result in an inaccurate or ineffective query.

SUMMARY

[0003] This specification describes systems, methods, devices, and techniques

for presenting content related to text depicted in an image.

[0004] in general, one innovative aspect of the subject matter described in this

specification can be implemented in a method that includes extracting, by a user device,

text from a captured image. The user device can partition the extracted text into

multiple blocks. The user device can present, at a first zoom level, the blocks as

respective user-selectable targets on a user interface of the user device. A user

selection of a first block of the multiple blocks can be detected. In response to detecting

the user selection of the first block, the user device can present, at a second zoom level

greater than the first zoom level, portions of the extracted text in the first block as

respective second user-selectable targets on the user interface of the user device. In



response to detecting a user selection of a portion of the extracted text within the first

block, the user device can initiate an action based on the content of the user-selected

text. Other implementations of this aspect include corresponding apparatus, methods,

and computer programs, configured to perform the actions of the methods, encoded on

computer storage devices.

[0005] These and other implementations can optionally include one or more of

the following features n some aspects, initiating the action can include initiating

communication to a destination address identified by the user-selected text.

[0006] Initiating the action can include generating, based on the content of the

user-selected text, a search query and sending, by the user device, the search query to

a search engine. Initiating the action can include generating, based on the content of

the user-selected text, two or more candidate search queries, displaying the candidate

search queries on the user interface, and responsive to user selection of one of the

candidate queries, sending, by the user device, the selected candidate query to the

search engine.

[0007] Some aspects can include extracting, by the user device, context from the

image. Generating the search query or the candidate search queries can include

generating the search query or the candidate search queries further based on the

extracted context of the image.

[0008] Some aspects can include extracting, by the user device, context from the

image and determining, by the user device and using the extracted context of the

image, whether the image fails into one of a multitude of predefined categories.

Generating the search query or the candidate search queries can include generating the

search query or the candidate search queries based on the extracted context if the

image fa ls into one of the predefined categories, otherwise generating the search query

or the candidate search queries based only on the content of the user-selected text.

[0009] n some aspects, the user device can generate, for at least one block and

before user selection of any of the blocks, one or more search queries based on the

extracted text of the block. The user device can send the one or more search queries



from the user device to a search engine. The user device can generate and send the

one or more search queries before presenting the blocks as respective user-selectable

targets on the user interface.

[00 0 In some aspects, the user device can receive search result content from

the search engine based on the one or more search queries and store the received

search result content in a local memory of the user device. Generating the one or more

search queries based on the extracted text of the block can include parsing the

extracted text of the block into multiple first sets of text at a first level of text-based

granularity and generating a search query for each first set of text.

[00 Some aspects can include, in response to detecting the user selection of

the block, parsing the extracted text of the block into multiple second sets of text at a

second level of text-based granularity greater than the first level of text-based

granularity and, prior to receiving the user selection of a portion of the extracted text

within the first block, generating an additional search query for each second set of text,

sending each additional search query from the user device to the search engine,

receiving, by the user device and from the search engine, additional search result

content based on the additional search queries, and storing the additional search result

content in local memory of the user device.

[0012] n some aspects, partitioning the extracted text into the blocks is based at

least partially on semantic analysis of the extracted text. Some aspects can include

displaying, on the user interface, content received at the user device from the search

engine.

[0013] in general, another innovative aspect of the subject matter described in

this specification can be implemented in a method that includes extracting, by a user

device, text from an image. The user device can partition the extracted text into multiple

blocks. The user device can present, at a first zoom level, the multiple blocks as

respective first user-selectable targets on a user interface of the user device. A user

selection of a first block of the multiple blocks can be detected in response to detecting

the user selection of the first block, the user device can present, at a second zoom level



greater than the first zoom level, portions of the extracted text in the first block as

respective second user-selectable targets on the user interface of the user device. In

response to detecting a user selection of a portion of the extracted text within the first

block, the user device can initiate an action based on content of the user-selected text.

[0014] n some aspects, initiating the action can include initiating communication

to a destination address identified by the user-selected text initiating the action can

include generating, based on the content of the user-selected text, a search query and

sending the search query to a search engine.

[00 Some aspects can include extracting, by the user device, context from the

image, determining, using the extracted context of the image, that the image belongs to

one of a multitude of predefined categories, and adjusting the search query based on

the extracted context in response to determining that the image belongs to one of the

predefined categories.

[0016] Some aspects can include receiving, by the user device and from the

search engine, search result content selected based on the search query. The search

engine can rank the search results based on the one predefined category to which the

image belongs. Some aspects can include extracting, by the user device, context from

the image and determining, using the extracted context of the image, that the image

does not belong to one of a multitude of predefined categories. Generating the search

query can include generating a general search query based only on the user-selected

text.

[0017] n some aspects, initiating the action can include generating, based on the

content of the user-selected text, two or more candidate search queries, displaying the

candidate search queries on the user interface, and responsive to user selection of one

of the candidate queries, sending, by the user device, the user-selected candidate

query to a search engine.

[00 Some aspects can include, before user selection of any of the blocks and

for the first block, generating, by the user device, one or more search queries based on



the extracted text of the first block and sending the one or more search queries from the

user device to a search engine

[0019] in some aspects, the user device generates and sends the one or more

search queries before presenting the multiple blocks as respective first user-selectable

targets on the user interface. Some aspects can include receiving search result content

from the search engine based on the one or more search queries and storing the

received search result content in local memory of the user device.

[0020] n some aspects, generating the one or more search queries based on the

extracted text of the first block can include parsing the extracted text of the first block

into multiple first sets of text at a first level of text-based granularity and generating a

search query for each first set of text.

[0021] Some aspects can include, in response to detecting the user selection of

the first block, parsing the extracted text of the first block into multiple second sets of

text at a second level of text-based granularity greater than the first level of text-based

granularity and prior to receiving the user selection of a portion of the extracted text

within the first block, generating an additional search query for each second set of text,

sending each additional search query from the user device to the search engine,

receiving, by the user device and from the search engine, additional search result

content based on the additional search queries, and storing the additional search result

content in local memory of the user device.

[0022] in some aspects, partitioning the extracted text into the blocks is based at

least partially on semantic analysis of the extracted text. Some aspects can include

displaying, on the user interface, content received at the user device from the search

engine. Displaying, on the user interface, content received at the user device from the

search engine can include displaying the content in a viewport of the user device along

with at least a portion of the image.

[0023] it has been proposed to use OCR (optical character recognition) to extract

text from physical documents (particularly via scanned documents). However, the

extracted text is generally treated as a block of text. n contrast aspects of the present



disclosure may make all (or some) words, phrases, and/or blocks of text (including

numbers, such as for example telephone numbers) in an image into respective user-

selectable targets A user can obtain more information about the content of an image

by launching a query based on a text item in the image by selecting the block

containing/comprising the text item. Content returned by the query is displayed on the

user interface of the user device. Compared to a prior process in which a user is

required to manually enter text from an image into a search engine in order to initiate a

query, aspects of the invention eliminate the possibility of a user making an error when

manually entering a search term and having to re-enter the search term. This makes

more efficient use of network and search engine resources, as it avoids the possibility of

a search engine responding to a query that had been entered incorrectly and having to

repeat the query and retrieval process when the user realizes their error and re-sends

the corrected query.

[0024] Particular embodiments of the subject matter described in this

specification can be implemented so as to realize one or more of the following

advantages. Identifying content (e.g., via a query) based on text that is depicted within

an image and that is selected by a user rather than requiring the user to manually enter

a text query results in more efficient use of network and search engine resources by

reducing the number of submitted queries that traverse the network, by reducing the

number of search queries that are processed by the search engine, and by reducing the

number of search results provided over the network in response to the search queries.

For example, a user may incorrectly enter, as a query, the text that the user sees in the

image or may submit a query that does not accurately reflect the content of the image

requiring one or more query revisions and subsequent network communications and

search engine processing until the correct query results in search results that satisfy the

user's informational needs. These extra queries consume network and search engine

resources, resulting in less network and search engine bandwidth that could be used to

process other network traffic and other queries and/or longer search engine response

time especially when scaled up across many users of a search engine. Thus,



identifying content in response to user selection of text that accurately reflects the user's

informational needs can result in more network bandwidth, faster network and search

engine response times, and/or more queries processed by the search engine

[002SJ Allowing the user to select text rather than retype the text is also more

efficient for the user and allows the user to more quickly request content related to the

text. This also makes it easier for a user to submit multiple queries by simply selecting

different targets for different portions of text.

[0026] Zooming techniques described herein enable users to quickly and

efficiently select text for which the user would like to receive additional content. For

example, creating user-selectable targets for each portion of text when the user device

is at a low zoom level (e.g., a lowest zoom level in which text is smallest) can result in a

user selecting the wrong text such as text neighboring the text the user intended to

select. This can result in unintentional queries being transmitted over the network to the

search engine with the disadvantages described above, any may also cause user

frustration. By creating user-selectable targets for blocks of text at appropriate zoom

levels and then creating user-selectable targets for smaller portions of text at higher

zoom levels, users can more easily select the correct text. The zooming techniques can

result in more network bandwidth, faster network response times, more queries

processed by the search engine, and faster search engine response times due to the

reduction in the number of unintentional queries transmitted over the network to the

search engine.

[0027] Content for an image can be pre-cached at the user device based on the

zoom level and/or the text within the image that is presented in a viewport of a user

device at that zoom level. When the zoom level changes, additional (and/or alternative)

content can be pre-cached based on the updated zoom level and/or the text presented

in the viewport at the updated zoom level. In this way, content related to text within the

image can be presented more quickly in response to a user selection of the text.



[0028] Various features and advantages of the foregoing subject matter is

described below with respect to the figures. Additional features and advantages are

apparent from the subject matter described herein and the claims.

[0029] For the avoidance of doubt, as used herein "text" is intended to

encompass letters, numerals and/or symbols so that a telephone number or an e-mail

address, for example, may constitute a block of text.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0030] Figure 1 is an example environment in which a user device presents

content related to text depicted in images.

[0031] Figure 2 depicts example screen shots of an example user interface that

enables a user to select text to request additional content related to the user-selected

text.

[0032] Figure 3 depicts example screen shots of an example user interface that

enables a user to select text and view content related to the selected text.

[0033] Figure 4 depicts example screen shots of an example user interface that

enables a user to select text and view content related to the selected text.

[0034] Figure 5 is a flowchart of an example process for initiating an action based

on content of user-selected text.

[0035] Figure 6 is a flowchart of an example process for providing content in

response to a search query.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0036] n general, systems and techniques described herein identify and provide

additional content related to text and/or other content depicted in an image. A user can

use the camera of a srnartphone or other user device to capture an image. The text

within the image can then be used to identify additional content. For example, the

image may depict a restaurant menu. The user device can present user-selectable

targets at or around the text that allows the user to select text and view additional

content related to the selected text. For example, the user may select a menu item and



view content related to the menu item (e.g., nutritional information), images of the menu

item, or other types of content related to the menu item. The additional content can be

presented instantaneously (or almost instantaneously) in response to the selection

using pre-caching techniques described below.

[0037] The user device can partition text depicted in an image into blocks, e.g.,

using semantic analysis of the text and/or the arrangement of the text in the image, and

present each block as a user-selectable target. For example, the user device can

partition text in an image of a menu into multiple blocks that include a block for each

section of the menu (e.g., a block for appetizers, a block for entrees, etc.) based on the

layout and semantic analysis of the text in the image. When a user selects one of the

blocks, the user device can present the selected block at a higher zoom level and

present portions of text within the block as user-selectable targets. For example, the

user device can identify phrases, menu items, or other related portions of text and

present at least some of the related portions of text as a user-selectable target at the

higher zoom level. By varying the zoom level and the user-selectable targets based on

the varied zoom level, users can more easily select the text for which the user would

like to view additional content.

[0038] At each zoom level, content can be pre-cached at the user device based

on the text presented by the user device at the zoom level. As the user adjusts the

zoom level, additional and/or different (alternative) content can be pre-cached at the

user device (e.g., before the user selects text) based on the text that is presented by the

user device at the updated zoom level in this way, content related to text that the user

selects can be provided instantaneously or at least quicker than transmitting a request

over a network after the user makes the selection.

[0039] Figure 1 is an example environment 00 in which a user device 110

presents content related to text depicted in images. The user device 110 can be a

smartphone, tablet computer, wearable device, or other type of mobile or non-mobile

electronic device. The user device 110 includes a camera 112 that captures images

113 and/or video. The user device 110 also includes a display 120 that presents the



images 13 and/or video, and content related to the images 113. The display 120 can

include an input device, such as a touchscreen, that allows users to interact with text

depicted in the images 113 presented at the display 120, as described in more detail

below.

[0040] The user device 110 includes an image application 111 that allows a user

to capture images using the camera 112 or view objects in the field of view of the

camera's lens using a viewfinder. The image application 111 also allows users to view

and/or listen to content related to text depicted in the images. For the purpose of this

document, an image refers to an image captured by the camera 112 and to the visible

content in a viewfinder that shows the field of view of the camera's lens. The image

application 111 can also allow a user to view additional content related to text depicted

in images that are stored at the user device, e.g., in local memory 124 of the user

device 110, or stored at a different location. For example, the user can use the image

application 111 to select an image stored at the user device 110 (or at a networked

location) and view the image and/or content related to text depicted in the image. The

local memory 124 can include internal memory of the user device 110 (e.g., flash

memory of the user device 110) or external memory connected to the user device 110

(e.g., memory connected to a universal serial bus (USB) port of the user device 110).

[0041] The image application 111 includes a text processor 114 that processes

text depicted in images. The text processor 114 can recognize text depicted in images,

e.g., using optical character recognition (OCR) n some implementations, the text

processor 1 4 includes a lightweight OCR engine that is executed on the user device

110 to increase the speed at which text is identified in images, e.g., relative to full

service OCR applications located at a networked location. A lightweight OCR engine is

an OCR engine that uses a small amount of memory (e.g., less than a threshold amount

of memory) and/or that identifies text in images using minimal processing power of the

user device 110. Although the lightweight OCR engine may use additional processing

power of the user device 110 relative to transmitting the image to an OCR engine at a

networked location, the lightweight OCR engine allows for the text recognition to be



performed faster than it would if the image was transmitted over a network, processed

by an OCR engine, and the text transmitted back to the user device 110 This reduces

the latency in recognizing text and presenting content related to the text. The

lightweight OCR engine can be implemented as a software development kit (SDK) that

includes functions for identifying text in images

[0042] The text processor 114 can also process text depicted in images to

identify blocks, phrases, or other portions of related text. In some implementations, the

text processor 114 can identify related text based on the arrangement of the text within

in the image. For example, the text processor 1 4 can identify, as related text, text that

is grouped together and/or that has the same (or similar) visual characteristics, such as

the same font type, size, and/or color. A group of text can include text that is within a

threshold distance of other text within the group and/or text that is located within visible

edges or borders within the image. For example, a group of text may include text that is

within a visible block (e.g., a square, rectangle, or other appropriate shape with visible

borders) depicted in the image or that is to one side of a dividing line depicted in the

image.

[0043] n some implementations, the text processor 114 performs semantic

analysis on the text depicted in images to identify related text. For example, the text

processor 114 can use semantic analysis to identify, as related text, phrases, clauses,

sentences, or paragraphs within the text depicted in the images. The text processor

114 can also use semantic analysis and/or the arrangement of the text within the image

to identify blocks of related phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs, or individual

words. For example, by analyzing all (or a large portion of) the recognized words in the

image, the text processor 114 can determine the category for the image, as described

below, and use the category for the image to disambiguate the meaning of words that

may have multiple meanings. In another example, the text processor 114 can use the

arrangement of text to determine that a word is included in a particular part of the image

that includes a particular heading and use the heading to determine the meaning of a

word. For example, if the word "cheek" is in an image of a menu and under a heading



"BBQ Entrees," the text processor 1 4 can determine that the word "cheek" refers to a

food item rather than a body part.

[0044] in some cases, a block of text includes multiple lines of text. For example,

a block of text for appetizers on a menu can include one or more lines of text for each

appetizer in other cases, a block of text may include a single phrase or a single word.

For example, a block of text may include text painted on the side of a boat or carved

into a sign at a park.

[0045] The text processor 114 can output image data 115 that specifies the text

identified in a processed image and each block (or other portion) of text identified in the

image. For each block of text, the image data 115 can specify the actual text (e.g.,

actual words and phrases) included in the block. The image data 115 can also specify

the location of each portion of text within the image. For example, the image data 115

can include, for a block of text, coordinates within the image that enclose the block of

text or coordinates of each corner of a rectangular block of text. As described below, a

content acquirer 11 of the image application 111 can use the image data 115 to

acquire content related to the text identified in the image, e.g., to pre-cache the content

in the local memory 124.

[0046] A user interface controller 118 of the image application 111 can receive

images 113 and generate user interfaces 22 that present the images 13 on the

display 120. In some implementations, the image application 111 provides images 113

captured by the camera 112 directly to the user interface controller 118 for display by a

display 120 of the user device 110, e.g., before the images are processed by the text

processor 114. In this way, the images 113 are displayed immediately after the images

are captured.

[0047] The user interface controller 118 can also receive the image data 115 for

an image 113 output by the text processor 114. The user interface controller 118 can

use the image data 115 (e.g., the data indicating the blocks of text and their locations

within the image 113) to generate user-selectable targets for blocks of text identified by

the text processor 118. The user-selectable targets allow a user to select a block of text



to obtain content related to the text in the block, to zoom into the block to select text

within the block, and/or to initiate another action. Each user-selectable target can

include a selectable portion of the display (e.g., a selectable touchscreen area) and a

visual indicator that indicates that the block is selectable. For example, a user-

selectable target for a block of text can include, as the visual indicator, a selectable

icon, a highlighted box (or other shape) around the block, a different background color

for text in the block, a different font color for text in the block, highlighted or bolder text,

or some other appropriate visual indicator that indicates to a user that the block is

selectable. A user can select a user-selectable target by interacting with the target,

e.g., by clicking on the target, hovering a pointer over the target, touching a touchscreen

at the location of the target, or using other appropriate user interactions.

[0048] The user interface controller 1 8 can present the image 113 with the user-

selectable targets in the user interface 122. The user interface controller 118 can also

generate user-selectable targets for portions of text included in the blocks. For

example, the user interface 122 can include, for a block of text, a user-selectable target

that enables a user to zoom into the block to make the text in the block larger. The user

interface 122 can also include, for each of one or more portions of text in the block, a

user-selectable target that allows the user to select the portion of text to request content

related to the portion of text. In some implementations where images 1 3 are displayed

immediately after the images are captured as described above, once the image has

been processed by the text processor, the user interface controller 118 may supplement

the initially-displayed image with the user-selectable targets.

[0049] n some implementations, the user interface controller 118 can include two

user-selectable targets for a block of text. For example, a first user-selectable target

can allow a user to zoom into the block of text and a second user-selectable target can

allow a user to request content related to the text within the block. In another example,

the user interface controller 1 8 can zoom into the block of text in response to a user

selecting a location within the block that does not include text, e.g., a space between



text. If the user selects text within the block, the user interface controller 1 8 can initiate

a request for content related to the user-selected text or the text within the block.

[0050] The user interface controller 118 can determine whether to zoom into a

block of text or to present content in response to a user selection of the text block. In

some implementations, the user interface controller 118 can determine whether to zoom

in or present content based on the text within the selected text block, e.g., based on the

semantic content of the text within the selected text block. For example, if a text block

include text that is related to one particular entity or a specific type of content, the user

interface controller 118 can determine to present content related to the entity rather than

zoom into the text block. In another example, if a text block includes text related to a

particular cuisine, the user interface controller 118 can determine to present content

related to the particular cuisine in response to a user selection of the text block. The

content can be, for example, a character avatar next to the text block with dish reviews

in an animated speech bubble. If the text block includes text related to multiple entities

or multiple types of content, the user interface controller 118 can determine to zoom into

the text block in response to a user selection of the text block

[0051] The user interface controller 118 can adjust the zoom level each time the

user selects a user-selectable target for a portion of text, e.g., until a particular zoom

level is reached. If a user selects a block of text, the user interface controller 118 can

zoom into the block of text to so that the text in the block is larger on the display 120.

For example, the user interface controller 118 can zoom into the image on the display

120 such that the user-selected block fills the viewport of the display 120 in at least one

dimension (e.g., horizontal and/or vertically).

[0052] The user-interface controller 118 can also present at least a portion of the

text in the user-selected block as user-selectable targets. In this way, the user can

select a portion of the text, e.g., a word or phrase, to request content related to the word

or phrase. In some implementations, if the user selects a phrase or other portion of text

that includes more than one word, the user interface controller 118 may further zoom

into the portion of text and present user-selectable targets for sub-portions of the



selected portion. For example, if the user selects a phrase, the user interface controller

118 can zoom in such that the phrase fills the viewport of the display in at least one

dimension (e.g., horizontal and/or vertical). The user interface controller 118 can also

present sub-portions of text as user-selectable targets. For example, if the user selects

the phrase "red wine" in an image of a menu, the user interface controller 118 can zoom

into the phrase and presents the word "red " as one user-selectable target and the word

"wine" as a second user-selectable target.

[00S3] The user interface controller 1 8 can select portions of the text in the user-

selected block to present as user-selectable targets based on the content of the

portions of text in some implementations, the user interface controller 18 can select

the of text based on content available for the text portions. For example, the user

interface controller 118 can access a list of known entities for which a particular type of

content is available (e.g., entities for which a knowledge panel that includes a summary

of information for the entity is avaiiabie). If a portion of text includes a name or other

reference to an entity in the list of known entities, the user interface controller 118 can

present the portion of text as a user-selectable target so that a user can select the

portion of text to request additional content related to the entity.

[0054] n some implementations, the user interface controller 118 ranks the

portions of text in the user-selected block and presents higher ranked portions of text as

user-selectable targets while not presenting lower ranked portions of text as user-

selectable targets. For example, the user interface controller 118 can select a specified

number or percentage of the portions of text having the highest rank or those having a

rank score that satisfied (e.g., exceeds) a threshold score. The user interface controller

118 can rank (and/or determine rank scores for) the portions of text based on the

amount of content available for each portion of text, a reiatedness between each portion

of text and a category for the image, a popularity of entities referenced by the portions

of text (e.g., based on a number of queries received for each entity), and/or other

appropriate criteria.



[0055] The user interface controller 1 8 can also zoom out from text in response

to user interactions. For example, the user interface controller 1 8 can zoom out to

present more of the image in response to a user pinch at a touchscreen or selection of

an icon for zooming out.

[0058] When the user initiates a request for content, e.g., by selecting a user-

selectable target for a portion of text, the U controller 118 can send request data 123 to

the content acquirer 116. The request data 119 can specify the text that has been

selected. For example, if the user selects a user-selectable phrase depicted in the

image that is presented in the user interface 122, the user interface controller 118 can

generate request data 119 that specifies each word in the phrase. In another example,

if the user selects a block of text, the user interface controller 118 can generate request

data 119 that specifies each word in the block of text.

[00S7] n some implementations, the request data 119 includes contextual data.

For example, the request data 119 can include other text that has not been selected in

a particular example, the request data 119 can include each word (or some of the

words) identified in the image or each word (or some of the words) that is visible in the

user interface 122 based on a current zoom level. As described below, the contextual

data can be used to identify a category for the image, which can then be used to

disambiguate selected words and to select content for presentation in response to the

user selection. For example, additional words in an image of a menu can be used to

determine that a selected word, such as "shoulder," corresponds to a food item and

select appropriate content.

[0058] The content acquirer 116 can receive the request data 119 from the user

interface controller 118 and obtain content from a search system 150 (or local memory

124) based on the request data 119. In some implementations, the content acquirer

118 generates query data that specifies one or more search queries based on the

request data 119 and sends the query data 130 to the search system 150 over a data

communication network 140, e.g., a local area network (LAN), a wide area network

(WAN), a mobile network, the Internet, or a combination thereof. The one or more



queries can include the text selected by the user. The query data 130 can also include

the contextual data.

[0059] The search system 150 includes a search engine 152 and a context

classifier 154. The search engine 150 can use an index 156 to identify content based

on the word(s) included in the one or more search queries included in the query data

130. The index 156 can include data specifying electronic resources (e.g., web pages,

images, videos, and/or other content) that can be provided in response to a query or

that can be referenced in a search result provided in response to a query

[0060] The context classifier 154 can use one or more machine learning models

to classify an image (or a portion of an image that is visible in the user interface 122)

based on text depicted in the image or the portion of the image. The machine learning

model can be trained using labeled training data. The labeled training data can include

a set of training images and, for each image, data specifying words depicted in the

image and a label that specifies a category for the image. Example categories can

include restaurant menu, sign (e.g., street sign or store sign), magazine, movie poster,

music poster, etc. Although Figure 1 illustrates the context classifier 154 as being part

of the search system 150, the context classifier 154 can be implemented on the user

device 110 in some implementations.

[0061] When query data is received, the context classifier 154 can use the

contextual data of the query data 130 and the machine learning modei(s) to attempt to

classify the image into one of a set of predefined categories for which the machine

learning model has been trained to classify images. In some implementations, the

search engine 152 adjusts the search queries and/or adjusts the ranking of resources

based on the classification and/or whether the image has been successfully classified.

[0062] If the context classifier 154 classifies the image into one of the categories,

the search engine 152 (or the content acquirer 116 if the context classifier 1 4 is

implemented on the user device 110) can adjust the search query to include one or

more terms based on the category to which the image was classified. For example, if

the image is classified as being a movie poster, the search engine 152 can add the



word "movie" o the search query. In a particular example, the user-selected text may

be the movie title "Alien." The context classifier 154 can use additional words depicted

in the movie poster, e.g., actor names or a description of the movie, to classify the

image as a movie poster. The search engine 152 can then add the word "movie" to the

query "Alien" to form the query "Alien movie " In this way, the search results would be

more likely to be related to the movie "Alien" rather than other content related to aliens

in general.

[0063] n some implementations, the search engine 152 adjusts the ranking of

search results based on the classification of the image. For example, rather than

modify the search query, the search engine 152 can boost search results (e.g., increase

the rank of the search results) for resources related to the category for the image and/or

decrease the ranking of search results that are not related to the category for the image.

In some implementations, the search engine 152 can adjust the ranking of types of

resources based on the category for the image. For example, if the category for the

image is music poster, the search engine 152 can boost audio and video resources and

decrease the ranking of web page resources.

[0064] if the context classifier 154 does not classify the image into one or the

categories, e.g., because the contextual data is not related to one of the categories, the

search engine 152 can perform a general search using the user-selected text. This may

be a fallback option for images for which a category cannot be determined based on the

contextual data received by the context classifier 154. For example, an image of a store

sign may include only a single word with no additional contextual text that can be used

to classify the image.

[0065] The search engine 152 can provide content 132 to the context acquirer

116 based on the search query and the ranking of resources identified in response to

the search query. For example, the search engine 152 can provide, with the content

132, a specified number of the highest ranked resources. In another example, the

search engine 152 can provide, with the content 132, search results that reference, e.g.,

link to, the highest ranked resources. For example, as described below, content can be



presented with the image or a search results page may be presented that includes

search results selected based on the user-selected text. The content acquirer 6 can

receive the content 132 and provide the content 132 to the user interface controller 118.

n turn, the user interface controller 118 can present at least a portion of the resources

included in the content 132 in the user interface 122 with the image or the search

results on a search results page. For example, the user interface controller 118 can

present, as the content, text and/or images extracted from web page resources, links to

videos hosted by a web site, and/or thumbnail images for videos that, if selected by the

user, initiates playback of the video in the user interface.

[0066] The content acquirer 116 can also pre-cache content in the local memory,

e.g., prior to receiving a selection of text depicted in an image. In some

implementations, the content acquirer 16 sends query data 30 to the search system

150 based on the image data 115 output by the text processor 114. The query data 130

can include all of the text identified in the image by the text processor 114 The search

engine 152 can identify content based on the text and/or a category of the image

determined by the context classifier 154. The content acquirer 116 can receive the

identified content from the search engine 152 and store the content in the local memory

124. In this way, if the user requests content related to the image as a whole, the

content acquirer 116 can obtain content from the local memory rather than transmitting

additional query data over the network 40 to the search system 150 after the user

request. This can reduce latency in presenting the content to the user and allow the

user to view additional content related to selected text instantaneously or almost

instantaneously (e.g., in less than a threshold amount of time such as a second).

[0067] in some implementations, the content acquirer 116 generates, for pre-

caching, queries for different text-based granularities based on the zoom level of the

user interface 122. A text-based granularity defines how much text is used to generate

each query. For example, at one text-based granularity, individual words may be used

to generate the queries. At a higher text-based granularity, individual phrases or other



sets of multiple words up to a threshold number of words can be used to generate the

queri es

[0068] When the zoom level allows for the entire image to be viewable in the user

interface, the content acquirer can generate one or more queries for each block of text

for which a user-selectable target is presented. For example, the text processor 114

can identify a number distinct blocks of text in an image and request separate content

for each block, e.g., prior to receiving a user selection of one of the blocks. In a

particular example, an image of a menu may include a first block of text for appetizers, a

second block of text for entrees, and a third block of text for drinks. In this example, the

query data 130 can include a list of the appetizers in the first block, a list of the entrees

in the second block, and a list of the drinks in the third block. The search engine 152

can identify content (e.g., electronic resources) for each block separately and provide

the content to the content acquirer 116. The content acquirer 116 can store the content

in the local memory 124. in this way, if the user selects one of the blocks, the content

acquirer 16 can obtain the content for the user-selected block from the local memory

124 without transmitting additional query data over the network 140 to the search

system 150 after the user selection.

[0069] The content acquirer 116 can update the content stored in the local

memory 124 in response to user interactions with the user interface 122 that change the

zoom level of the user interface 122. For example, if the user selects one of the blocks,

the user interface controller 118 can zoom in to the selected block and present at least

some portions of the text in the user-selected block as user-selectable targets. The

content acquirer 116 can also generate queries at a different text-based granularity

based on the updated zoom level. For example, the content acquirer can generate

queries for each phrase identified in the selected block or each phrase in the selected

block that the user interface controller 118 will present as a user-selectable target.

[0070] Continuing the previous menu example, if the user selects the block for

appetizers, the content acquirer 116 can generate one or more queries for each phrase

that represents an appetizer. The content acquirer 116 can send query data 130 that



specifies the queries to the search engine 152, e.g., before the user selects one of the

appetizers or before the appetizers are presented as user-selectable targets in the user

interface 122. The search engine 152 can identify content for each appetizer and

provide the identified content to the content acquirer 116. The content acquirer 116 can

store the content in the local memory 124. In this way, if the user selects one of the

appetizers, the content acquirer 1 6 can obtain the content for the user-selected

appetizer from the local memory 124 without transmitting additional query data over the

network 140 to the search system 150 after the user selection.

[0071] In some implementations, the user interface controller 118 can perform

actions other than requesting content related to user-selected text based on content of

the text. For example, if the image depicts a phone number, the user interface

controller 118 can initiate a phone call on a smartphone in response to a user selection

of the phone number display by the smartphone. In another example, if the image

depicts an address, the user interface controller 118 can open a map application and

request that the map application display a map of the location referenced by the

address in response to a user selection of the address n yet another example, if the

image depicts a destination address for a web resource, e.g., a universal resource

locator (URL), the user interface controller 118 can open an application (e.g., a web

browser) and request that the application navigate to the electronic resource referenced

by the network address in yet another example, if the image depicts an e-mail address

for a web resource, the user interface controller 118 can, in response to a user selection

of the e-mail address, initiate an e-mail to that e-mail address, for example by opening

an e-mail application and displaying a blank e-mail addressed to the e-mail address.

[0072] n some implementations, the user interface controller 118 generates a

user interface that augments content shown in a viewfinder. For example, a user may

point the camera 112 at a menu or other object. The user interface controller 118 can

generate user-selectable targets for text blocks and/or other portions of text currently

shown in the viewfinder and present the user-selectable targets with the text in the

viewfinder. if the user moves the camera 112, the user interface controller 118 can



move the user-selectable targets to their appropriate locations with the text for which the

user-selectable targets were generated. If new text becomes visible in the viewfinder,

the user interface controller 1 8 can process the text as described above to generate

user-selectable targets and present content in response to user selections of the user-

selectable targets.

[0073] Figure 2 depicts example screen shots of an example user interface 205

that enables a user to select text to request additional content related to the user-

selected text. A first screen shot 210 of the user interface 205 shows the user interface

205 presenting an image 2 11 of a menu from an example restaurant. For example, a

user may have used a camera of a smartphone to capture the image 2 11 of the menu.

The example menu includes a section for appetizers, a section for sandwiches, a

section for entrees, and a section for desserts.

[0074] A second screen shot 220 of the user interface 205 illustrates user-

selectable targets 221-224 that have been created for the different sections of the

menu. For example, a user interface controller, e.g., the user interface controller 118 of

Figure 1, can identify that each section of the menu is a block of related text and

present each section as a user-selectable target in particular, the user-selectable

target 221 allows a user to select the appetizers section of the menu; the user-

selectable target 222 allows a user to select the entrees section of the menu; the user-

selectable target 223 allows a user to select the sandwiches section of the menu; and

the user-selectable target 224 allows a user to select the desserts section of the menu.

[0075] n this example, each user-selectable target 221-224 includes a thick line

around its section that indicates to a user that the section of the menu is selectable. In

some implementations, the line around each section can be a particular color or have a

particular brightness to draw the user's attention to the fact that the section can be

selected. In other examples, the background color behind the text of each section may

be highlighted or changed to indicate that the section is selectable or the text color may

be changed to indicate that the section is selectable.



[0076] The example user interface 205 has also been updated to include an

allergy indicator 227 in the screen shot 220 in some implementations, an image

application, e.g., the image application 111 can access user data provided by the user

to present additional content related to the user and related to text depicted in an image.

An example of the user data is a list of food items to which a user is allergic. The image

application can compare food items of a menu to the list of allergies and, if there is a

match, present an allergy indicator next to the item in the menu. In this example, the

user is allergic to shrimp and the allergy indicator 227 indicates the menu item to the

user.

[0077] A user can select a user-selectable target by touching within the user-

selectable target (if the user device has a touchscreen), by clicking on the user-

selectable target using a pointer and a mouse, or another appropriate way. In this

example, the user used a pointer 226 to select the user-selectable target 221 to zoom

into the appetizers section of the menu.

[0078] response the selection of the user-selectable target 22 , the user

interface 205 is updated to present a zoomed in view of the appetizers section as

shown in the example screen shot 230. For example, the image 2 11 of the menu can

be displayed at a first zoom level, e.g., a default zoom level. When the user-selectable

target is selected, the zoom level of the user interface can be update to a second zoom

level that is greater than the first zoom level to present the text in the selected section at

a higher zoom level. This enables a user to better view the text in the selected section

and to better select text for which the user would like to further zoom into or request

content.

[0079] n the example screen shot 230, the user interface 205 also depicts each

appetizer as a user-selectable target. For example, the appetizer chips and salsa is

presented as user-selectable target 231 ; the appetizer stuffed mushrooms is presented

as user-selectable target 232; the appetizer buffalo wings is presented as user-

selectable target 233; and the appetizer mozzareila sticks is presented as user-



selectable target 234. As described above, when a user selects a block of text, at least

a portion of the text in the selected block can be presented as user-selectable targets

[0080] When the user selects a user-selectable target, the user interface 205 can

be updated to zoom further in or to present content related to the content of the user-

selected target in this example, the user selected the user-selectable target 231 for

chips and saisa using pointer 238 and, in response, the user interface 205 is updated to

zoom further in to the phrase chips and salsa as shown in the example screen shot 240.

[0081] The user interface 205 has also been updated to present user-selectable

targets for words of the phrase "chips and saisa." In particular, the user interface 205

includes a user-selectable target 241 for the word "chips" and a user-selectable target

243 for the word "salsa. " The user interface 205 may not include a user-selectable

target for the word "and" or other words that are unlikely to be selected by a user. For

example, as described above, a user interface controller can select which words or

phrases of a selected block or other portion of text are to be presented as user-

selectable targets based on content available for the content of the text (e.g., for an

entity referenced by the text) or other criteria.

[0082] if the user selects the user-selectable target 241 , the user interface 205

can be updated to present content related to chips, such as nutritional information for

chips, images of chips, recipes of chips, etc. Similarly, if the user selects the user-

selectable target 243, the user interface 205 can be updated to present content related

to saisa, such as nutritional information for salsa, images of salsa, recipes of saisa, etc.

[0083] Figure 3 depicts example screen shots 310 and 320 of an example user

interface 305 that enables a user to select text and view content related to the selected

text. The screen shot 310 is similar to the screen shot 230 of Figure 2 . In the screen

shot 310, the user interface 305 presents a partial view (e.g., a zoomed in view) of an

image of a menu. In particular, the user interface 305 presents the portion of the image

that includes the appetizers section of the menu. The user interface 305 also presents

user-selectable targets 3 11-314 for the appetizer items in the menu. In this example,



the user has selected the user-selectable target 3 1 for the appetizer "chips and salsa"

using pointer 316.

[0084] n response to the user selection, the user interface 305 is updated to

present content related to chips and salsa over the image of the menu as shown in the

screen shot 320. In this example, the content includes a text block 322 that inciudes

information about chips and salsa and images 323 and 324 of chips and salsa. The text

block 322 and the images 323 and 324 can be presented over the portion of the image

of the menu that was visible in the screen shot 310 such that the selected user-

selectable target 3 11 remains visible. For example, the text block 322 and the images

323 and 324 are presented over the portion of the image that depicts other appetizers

while the text for chips and salsa remains visible.

[0085] n some implementations, the user interface 305 can be updated by such

that a different portion of the image is visible so that the selected text remains visible

and the content related to the selected text is presented below the selected text. In

some implementations, the visible portion of the image is not changed and the content

is presented over a portion of the image that does not include the selected text, e.g.,

above the selected text or to a side of the selected text.

[0086] Figure 4 depicts example screen shots 410 and 420 of an example user

interface 405 that enables a user to select text and view content related to the selected

text. The screen shot 410 is similar to the screen shot 230 of Figure 2 . In the screen

shot 410, the user interface 405 presents a partial view (e.g., a zoomed in view) of an

image of a menu. In particular, the user interface 405 presents the portion of the image

that includes the appetizers section of the menu. The user interface 405 also presents

user-selectable targets 4 11-314 for the appetizer items in the menu. The user has

selected the user-selectable target 4 11 for the appetizer "chips and salsa" using pointer

416.

[0087] n this example, rather than present content over the image as in the

example of Figure 3 , the user interface 405 has been updated to present a search

results page 421 as shown in the screen shot 420. The search results page 421 can be



used to begin a search based on text selected by a user. For example, the search

results page 421 includes a search box 422 that has been populated, e.g., automatically

by an image application, with the text "chips and salsa" in response to the user selecting

the user-selectable target 4 1 for the text "chips and salsa." The user can then modify

the query in the search box 422 to submit a modified query, such as "chips and salsa

nutritional information" and view search results for the modified query on the search

results page 421 .

[0088] The search results page 421 also includes search results 423-425

identified based on the query "chips and salsa." For example, the image application can

submit the query to a search engine and present search results received from the

search engine on the search results page in response to detecting a selection of the

user-selectable target 4 11. If the user modifies the query and submits the modified

query, new search results for the modified query can be presented on the search results

page, e.g., in place of the search results 423-425.

[0089] Figure 5 is a flowchart of an example process 500 for initiating an action

based on content of user-selected text. Operations of the process 500 can be

implemented, for example, by a user device that includes one or more data processing

apparatus, such as the user device 110 of Figure 1. The process 500 can also be

implemented by instructions stored on a computer storage medium where execution of

the instructions by a system that includes a data processing apparatus cause the data

processing apparatus to perform the operations of the process 500.

[0090] The user device extracts text from a captured image (502). The image

may be captured using a camera of the user device, captured by a camera of another

device that is sent to the user device, or retrieved from storage. The user device can

extract text from the captured image using OCR techniques.

[0091] The user device partitions the extracted text into multiple blocks (504).

The user device can partition the extracted text into multiple blocks of related text based

on the arrangement of the extracted text within the captured image, based on one or



more semantic analyses of the extracted text, and/or using other appropriate techniques

for identifying groups of related text

[0092] The user device presents the multiple blocks of text as respective first

user-selectable targets on a user interface of the user device (506). The user interface

can present the multiple blocks as user-selectable targets at a first zoom level, e.g., a

default zoom level that shows the entire captured image.

[0093] The user device detects a user selection of a first block of the multiple

blocks (508). A user can interact with the user-selectable target to select the text. For

example, the user can touch a touchscreen of the user device's display at a location of

the text or click on the text using a mouse.

[0094] response to the user selection of the text, the user device presents the

extracted text in the first block as respective second user-selectable targets on the user

interface of the user device (510). For example, the user device can update the user

interface to zoom into the first block of text. That is, the user device can display the first

block of text at a second zoom level that is greater than the first zoom level. In this way,

the text of the first block is larger and easier for the user to select the appropriate text to

request content related to the text.

[0095] The user device detects a user selection of a portion of the extracted text

within the first block of text (512). In response, the user device initiates an action based

on content of the selected text (514). The action can vary based on the content of the

selected text. For example, if the content of the selected text is a phone number, the

action can be to initiate a phone call using the phone number if the content of the

selected text is an address, the action can be to open a map application to the address.

[0096] if the content of the selected text is an entity or otherwise does not have a

corresponding action, the action can be to request content related to the content of the

selected text. For example, the user device can generate one or more search queries

based on the content of the selected text and initiate a search using the content of the

selected text.



[0097] In some implementations, the action can be to display multiple candidate

search queries on the user interface to allow the user to select a preferred search

query. The candidate search queries can be based on the content of the selected text.

For example, the candidate search queries can include the content of the selected text

and one or more suggested terms that are related to the content of the selected text. f

the user selects one of the candidate queries, the user device can send the query to a

search engine and present search results or content related to the selected query on

the user interface.

[0098] Figure 6 is a flowchart of an example process 600 for providing content in

response to a search query. Operations of the process 600 can be implemented, for

example, by a system that includes one or more data processing apparatus, such as the

search system 150 of Figure 1. The process 600 can also be implemented by

instructions stored on a computer storage medium where execution of the instructions

by a system that includes a data processing apparatus cause the data processing

apparatus to perform the operations of the process 600.

[0099] The system receives query data (602). The query data can include a

query and context data for a captured image. The query can include content of text

depicted in the image and that was selected by a user. The contextual data can include

other text depicted in the image but that was not selected by the user.

[0100] The system attempts to classify the image based on the contextual data

(604). For example, the system can use one or more machine learning models to

attempt to classify the image based on the text of the image included in the contextual

data. The output of the machine learning modei(s) can be one of a predefined set of

categories (e.g., menu, movie, music, sign, etc.) or no classification.

[0101] if the system determines that the image belongs to one of the categories,

the system identifies and ranks electronic resources (e.g., web pages, images, videos,

etc) based on a combination of the content of the user selected text and the category

(608). For example, the system can modify a query that is based on the content of the

selected text to include one or more terms based on the identified category. In another



example, the system can boost the rank of resources that are related to the category

and/or decrease the rank of resources that are not related to the category.

[0102] If the system determines that the image does not belong to one of the

categories, the system identifies and ranks resources using a general search (610). For

example, the system may not modify the query or adjust the ranking of the resources

instead, the system can identify resources based on the content of the selected text

only.

[0103] The system provides search result content for presentation at a user

device from which the query data was received (812). In some implementations, the

search result content can include the resources identified based on the query and

optionally the category of the image if the image is classified as belonging to one of the

categories. For example, the user device can display the content (e.g., text of a web

page, images, an embedded video, or a link to a video) with the image from which the

text was selected.

[0104] In some implementations, the search result content includes search

results for the resources identified based on the query and optionally the category of the

image if the image is classified as belonging to one of the categories. For example, the

user device can present the search results on a search results page, e.g., in place of

the image or over the image

[0105] Embodiments of the subject matter and the operations described in this

specification can be implemented in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer software,

firmware, or hardware, including the structures disclosed in this specification and their

structural equivalents, or in combinations of one or more of them. Embodiments of the

subject matter described in this specification can be implemented as one or more

computer programs, i.e., one or more modules of computer program instructions,

encoded on computer storage medium for execution by, or to control the operation of,

data processing apparatus. Alternatively or in addition, the program instructions can be

encoded on an artificially generated propagated signal, e.g., a machine-generated

electrical, optical, or electromagnetic signal, that is generated to encode information for



transmission to suitable receiver apparatus for execution by a data processing

apparatus. A computer storage medium can be, or be included in, a computer-readable

storage device, a computer-readable storage substrate, a random or serial access

memory array or device, or a combination of one or more of them. Moreover, while a

computer storage medium is not a propagated signal, a computer storage medium can

be a source or destination of computer program instructions encoded in an artificially

generated propagated signal. The computer storage medium can also be, or be

included in, one or more separate physical components or media (e.g., multiple CDs,

disks, or other storage devices).

[0106] The operations described in this specification can be implemented as

operations performed by a data processing apparatus on data stored on one or more

computer-readable storage devices or received from other sources.

[0107] The term "data processing apparatus" encompasses all kinds of

apparatus, devices, and machines for processing data, including by way of example a

programmable processor, a computer, a system on a chip, or multiple ones, or

combinations, of the foregoing. The apparatus can include special purpose logic

circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application specific

integrated circuit). The apparatus can also include, in addition to hardware, code that

creates an execution environment for the computer program in question, e.g., code that

constitutes processor firmware, a protocol stack, a database management system, an

operating system, a cross-platform runtime environment, a virtual machine, or a

combination of one or more of them. The apparatus and execution environment can

realize various different computing model infrastructures, such as web services,

distributed computing and grid computing infrastructures.

[0108] A computer program (also known as a program, software, software

application, script, or code) can be written in any form of programming language,

including compiled or interpreted languages, declarative or procedural languages, and it

can be deployed in any form, including as a stand alone program or as a module,

component, subroutine, object, or other unit suitable for use in a computing



environment. A computer program may, but need not, correspond to a file in a file

system. A program can be stored in a portion of a file that holds other programs or data

(e.g., one or more scripts stored in a markup language document), in a single file

dedicated to the program in question, or in multiple coordinated files (e.g., files that

store one or more modules, sub programs, or portions of code). A computer program

can be deployed to be executed on one computer or on multiple computers that are

located at one site or distributed across multiple sites and interconnected by a

communication network.

[0109] The processes and logic flows described in this specification can be

performed by one or more programmable processors executing one or more computer

programs to perform actions by operating on input data and generating output. The

processes and logic flows can also be performed by, and apparatus can also be

implemented as, special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate

array) or an ASIC (application specific integrated circuit).

[0 0 Processors suitable for the execution of a computer program include, by

way of example, both general and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or

more processors of any kind of digital computer. Generally, a processor will receive

instructions and data from a read only memory or a random access memory or both.

The essential elements of a computer are a processor for performing actions in

accordance with instructions and one or more memory devices for storing instructions

and data. Generally, a computer will also include, or be operatively coupled to receive

data from or transfer data to, or both, one or more mass storage devices for storing

data, e.g., magnetic, magneto optical disks, or optical disks. However, a computer need

not have such devices. Moreover, a computer can be embedded in another device,

e.g., a mobile telephone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a mobile audio or video

player, a game console, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, or a portable

storage device (e.g., a universal serial bus (USB) flash drive), to name just a few.

Devices suitable for storing computer program instructions and data include all forms of

non volatile memory, media and memory devices, including by way of example



semiconductor memory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory devices;

magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or removable disks; magneto optica! disks; and

CD ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be supplemented

by, or incorporated in, special purpose logic circuitry.

[0 To provide for interaction with a user, embodiments of the subject matter

described in this specification can be implemented on a computer having a display

device, e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor, for

displaying information to the user and a keyboard and a pointing device, e.g., a mouse

or a trackball, by which the user can provide input to the computer. Other kinds of

devices can be used to provide for interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback

provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback, e.g., visual feedback,

auditory feedback, or tactile feedback; and input from the user can be received in any

form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile input. In addition, a computer can interact

with a user by sending documents to and receiving documents from a device that is

used by the user; for example, by sending web pages to a web browser on a user's

client device in response to requests received from the web browser.

[0 2] Embodiments of the subject matter described in this specification can be

implemented in a computing system that includes a back end component, e.g., as a

data server, or that includes a middleware component, e.g., an application server, or

that includes a front end component, e.g., a client computer having a graphical user

interface or a Web browser through which a user can interact with an implementation of

the subject matter described in this specification, or any combination of one or more

such back end, middleware, or front end components. The components of the system

can be interconnected by any form or medium of digital data communication, e.g., a

communication network. Examples of communication networks include a local area

network ("LAN") and a wide area network ("WAN"), an inter-network (e.g., the Internet),

and peer-to-peer networks (e.g., ad hoc peer-to-peer networks).

[0113] The computing system can include clients and servers. A client and

server are generally remote from each other and typically interact through a



communication network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of

computer programs running on the respective computers and having a client-server

relationship to each other. In some embodiments, a server transmits data (e.g., an

HTML page) to a client device (e.g., for purposes of displaying data to and receiving

user input from a user interacting with the client device). Data generated at the client

device (e.g., a result of the user interaction) can be received from the client device at

the server.

[0 4] While this specification contains many specific implementation details,

these should not be construed as limitations on the scope of any inventions or of what

may be claimed, but rather as descriptions of features specific to particular

embodiments of particular inventions. Certain features that are described in this

specification in the context of separate embodiments can also be implemented in

combination in a single embodiment. Conversely, various features that are described in

the context of a single embodiment can also be implemented in multiple embodiments

separately or in any suitable subcombination. Moreover, although features may be

described above as acting in certain combinations and even initially claimed as such,

one or more features from a claimed combination can in some cases be excised from

the combination, and the claimed combination may be directed to a subcombination or

variation of a subcombination.

[0115] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the drawings in a particular

order, this should not be understood as requiring that such operations be performed in

the particular order shown or in sequential order, or that ail illustrated operations be

performed, to achieve desirable results. In certain circumstances, multitasking and

parallel processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the separation of various system

components in the embodiments described above should not be understood as

requiring such separation in all embodiments, and it should be understood that the

described program components and systems can generally be integrated together in a

single software product or packaged into multiple software products.



Thus, particular embodiments of the subject matter have been described. Other

embodiments are within the scope of the following claims. In some cases, the actions

recited in the claims can be performed in a different order and still achieve desirable

results. In addition, the processes depicted in the accompanying figures do not

necessarily require the particular order shown, or sequential order, to achieve desirable

results in certain implementations, multitasking and parallel processing may be

advantageous.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

extracting, by a user device, text from a captured image;

partitioning, by the user device, the extracted text into multiple blocks;

presenting, by the user device and at a first zoom level, the blocks as respective

user-selectable targets on a user interface of the user device;

detecting a user selection of a first block of the multiple blocks;

in response to detecting the user selection of the first block, presenting, by the user

device and at a second zoom level greater than the first zoom level, portions of the

extracted text in the first block as respective second user-selectable targets on the user

interface of the user device; and

in response to detecting a user selection of a portion of the extracted text within

the first block, initiating, by the user device, an action based on the content of the user-

selected text.

2 . A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein initiating the action comprises initiating

communication to a destination address identified by the user-selected text.

3 . A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein initiating the action comprises:

generating, based on the content of the user-selected text, a search query; and

sending, by the user device, the search query to a search engine.

4 . A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein initiating the action comprises:

generating, based on the content of the user-selected text, two or more candidate

search queries;

displaying the candidate search queries on the user interface; and

responsive to user selection of one of the candidate queries, sending, by the user

device, the selected candidate query to the search engine.



5 . A method as claimed in claim 3 or 4 and further comprising:

extracting, by the user device, context from the image;

wherein generating the search query or the candidate search queries comprises

generating the search query or the candidate search queries further based on the

extracted context of the image.

6 . A method as claimed in claim 3 or 4 and further comprising:

extracting, by the user device, context from the image; and

determining, by the user device, using the extracted context of the image, whether

the image falls into one of a plurality of predefined categories;

wherein generating the search query or the candidate search queries comprises

generating the search query or the candidate search queries further based on the

extracted context if the image falls into one of the predefined categories, otherwise

generating the search query or the candidate search queries based only on the content

of the user-selected text.

7 . A method as claimed in any preceding claim, and further comprising, before user

selection of any of the blocks:

for at least one block, generating, by the user device, one or more search queries

based on the extracted text of the block; and

sending the one or more search queries from the user device to a search engine.

8 . A method as claimed in claim 7 , wherein the user device generates and sends the

one or more search queries before presenting the blocks as respective user-selectable

targets on the user interface.

9 . The method of claim 7 or 8 , further comprising:

receiving, at the user device, search result content from the search engine based

on the one or more search queries; and

storing the received search result content in a local memory of the user device.



10. The method of claim 7 , 8 or 9 , wherein generating the one or more search

queries based on the extracted text of the block comprises:

parsing the extracted text of the block into multiple first sets of text at a first level

of text-based granularity; and

generating a search query for each first set of text.

11. The method of claim 10 , further comprising:

in response to detecting the user selection of the block:

parsing the extracted text of the block into multiple second sets of text at a

second Ievei of text-based granularity greater than the first evei of text-based granularity;

and

prior to receiving the user selection of a portion of the extracted text within

the first block:

generating an additional search query for each second set of text;

sending each additional search query from the user device to the

search engine;

receiving, by the user device and from the search engine, additional

search result content based on the additional search queries; and

storing the additional search result content in local memory of the

user device.

12. A method as claimed in any preceding claim,

wherein partitioning the extracted text into the blocks is based at least partially on

semantic analysis of the extracted text.

13. A method as claimed in any one of claims 3 to 11, or in claim 12 when dependent

from any of claims 3 to 1 , and further comprising displaying, on the user interface, content

received at the user device from the search engine.



14. A computer storage medium encoded with instructions that, when executed by one

or more computers, cause the one or more computers perform a method as defined in

any one of claims 1 to 13.

15. A processor configured to perform a method as defined in any one of claims 1 to

13.

16. A method comprising:

extracting, by a user device, text from an image;

partitioning, by the user device, the extracted text into multiple blocks;

presenting, by the user device and at a first zoom level, the multiple blocks as

respective first user-selectable targets on a user interface of the user device;

detecting a user selection of a first block of the multiple blocks;

in response to detecting the user selection of the first block, presenting, by the

user device and at a second zoom level greater than the first zoom level, portions of the

extracted text in the first block as respective second user-selectable targets on the user

interface of the user device; and

in response to detecting a user selection of a portion of the extracted text within

the first block, initiating, by the user device, an action based on content of the user-

selected text.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein initiating the action comprises initiating

communication to a destination address identified by the user-selected text.

18. The method of claim 16, wherein initiating the action comprises:

generating, based on the content of the user-selected text, a search query; and

sending, by the user device, the search query to a search engine.

19 . The method of claim 18 , further comprising:

extracting, by the user device, context from the image;



determining, using the extracted context of the image, that the image belongs to

one of a plurality of predefined categories; and

adjusting the search query based on the extracted context in response to

determining that the image belongs to one of the predefined categories.

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising receiving, by the user device and

from the search engine, search result content selected based on the search query,

wherein the search engine ranks the search results based on the one predefined

category to which the image belongs.

2 1. The method of claim 18 , further comprising:

extracting, by the user device, context from the image; and

determining, using the extracted context of the image, that the image does not

belong to one of a plurality of predefined categories;

wherein generating the search query comprises generating a general search

query based only on the user-selected text.

22. The method of claim 16, wherein initiating the action comprises:

generating, based on the content of the user-selected text, two or more

candidate search queries;

displaying the candidate search queries on the user interface; and

responsive to user selection of one of the candidate queries, sending, by the user

device, the user-selected candidate query to a search engine.

23. The method of claim 16, further comprising, before user selection of any of the

blocks:

for the first block, generating, by the user device, one or more search queries

based on the extracted text of the first block; and

sending the one or more search queries from the user device to a search engine.



24. The method of claim 23, wherein the user device generates and sends the one or

more search queries before presenting the multiple blocks as respective first user-

selectable targets on the user interface.

25. The method of claim 23, further comprising:

receiving search result content from the search engine based on the one or more

search queries; and

storing the received search result content in local memory of the user device.

26. The method of claim 23, wherein generating the one or more search queries

based on the extracted text of the first block comprises:

parsing the extracted text of the first block into multiple first sets of text at a first

level of text-based granularity; and

generating a search query for each first set of text.

27. The method of claim 26, further comprising:

in response to detecting the user selection of the first block:

parsing the extracted text of the first block into multiple second sets of text

at a second level of text-based granularity greater than the first level of text-based

granularity; and

prior to receiving the user selection of a portion of the extracted text within

the first block:

generating an additional search query for each second set of text;

sending each additional search query from the user device to the

search engine;

receiving, by the user device and from the search engine, additional

search result content based on the additional search queries; and

storing the additional search result content in local memory of the

user device.



28. The method of claim 16, wherein partitioning the extracted text into the blocks is

based at least partially on semantic analysis of the extracted text.

29. The method of claim 16, further comprising displaying, on the user interface,

content received at the user device from the search engine.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein displaying, on the user interface, content

received at the user device from the search engine comprises displaying the content in

a viewport of the user device along with at least a portion of the image.

3 1 . A system comprising:

a data processing apparatus; and

a memory apparatus in data communication with the data processing apparatus

and storing instructions executable by the data processing apparatus and that upon

such execution cause the data processing apparatus to perform operations comprising:

extracting text from an image;

partitioning the extracted text into multiple blocks;

presenting, at a first zoom level, the multiple blocks as respective first

user-selectable targets on a user interface;

defecting a user selection of a first biock of the multiple blocks;

in response to detecting the user selection of the first biock, presenting, at

a second zoom level greater than the first zoom level, portions of the extracted text in

the first block as respective second user-selectable targets on the user interface; and

in response to detecting a user selection of a portion of the extracted text

within the first block, initiating an action based on content of the user-selected text.

32. The system of claim 3 1 , wherein initiating the action comprises initiating

communication to a destination address identified by the user-selected text.

33. The system of claim 3 1 , wherein initiating the action comprises:



generating, based on the content of the user-selected text, a search query; and

sending the search query to a search engine.

34. The system of claim 33, wherein the operations further comprise:

extracting context from the image;

determining, using the extracted context of the image, that the image belongs to

one of a plurality of predefined categories; and

adjusting the search query based on the extracted context in response to

determining that the image belongs to one of the predefined categories.

35. The system of claim 34, wherein the operations further comprise receiving, from

the search engine, search result content selected based on the search query, wherein

the search engine ranks the search results based on the one predefined category to

which the image belongs.

36. The system of claim 33, wherein the operations further comprise:

extracting context from the image; and

determining, using the extracted context of the image, that the image does not

belong to one of a plurality of predefined categories;

wherein generating the search query comprises generating a general search

query based only on the user-selected text.

37. The system of claim 3 1 , wherein initiating the action comprises:

generating, based on the content of the user-selected text, two or more

candidate search queries;

displaying the candidate search queries on the user interface; and

responsive to user selection of one of the candidate queries, sending, the user-

selected candidate query to a search engine.

38. The system of claim 3 1 , wherein the operations further comprise, before user

selection of any of the blocks:



for the first block, generating one or more search queries based on the extracted

text of the first block; and

sending the one or more search queries to a search engine.

39. The system of claim 38, wherein the data processing apparatus generates and

sends the one or more search queries before presenting the multiple blocks as

respective first user-selectable targets on the user interface.

40. The system of claim 38, wherein the operations further comprise:

receiving search result content from the search engine based on the one or more

search queries; and

storing the received search result content in local memory of the data processing

apparatus.

4 . The system of claim 38, wherein generating the one or more search queries

based on the extracted text of the first block comprises:

parsing the extracted text of the first block into multiple first sets of text at a first

level of text-based granularity; and

generating a search query for each first set of text.

42. The system of claim 4 1, wherein the operations further comprise:

in response to detecting the user selection of the first block:

parsing the extracted text of the first block into multiple second sets of text

at a second level of text-based granularity greater than the first level of text-based

granularity; and

prior to receiving the user selection of a portion of the extracted text within

the first block:

generating an additional search query for each second set of text;

sending each additional search query to the search engine;

receiving, from the search engine, additional search result content

based on the additional search queries; and



storing the additional search result content in local memory of the

data processing apparatus.

43. The system of claim 3 1 , wherein partitioning the extracted text into the blocks is

based at least partially on semantic analysis of the extracted text.

44. The system of claim 3 1 , wherein the operations further comprise displaying, on

the user interface, content received from the search engine.

45. The system of claim 44, wherein displaying, on the user interface, content

received from the search engine comprises displaying the content in a viewport of the

data processing apparatus along with at least a portion of the image.

46. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having instructions stored

thereon, which, when executed by a data processing apparatus, cause the data

processing apparatus to perform operations comprising:

extracting text from an image;

partitioning the extracted text into multiple blocks;

presenting, at a first zoom level, the multiple blocks as respective first user-

selectable targets on a user interface;

detecting a user selection of a first block of the multiple blocks;

in response to detecting the user selection of the first block, presenting, at a

second zoom level greater than the first zoom level, portions of the extracted text in the

first block as respective second user-selectable targets on the user interface; and

in response to detecting a user selection of a portion of the extracted text within

the first block, initiating, an action based on content of the user-selected text.

47. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 46, wherein

initiating the action comprises initiating communication to a destination address

identified by the user-selected text.



48. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 46, wherein

initiating the action comprises:

generating, based on the content of the user-selected text, a search query; and

sending the search query to a search engine.

49. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 48, wherein the

operations further comprise:

extracting context from the image;

determining, using the extracted context of the image, that the image belongs to

one of a plurality of predefined categories; and

adjusting the search query based on the extracted context in response to

determining that the image belongs to one of the predefined categories.

50. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 49, wherein the

operations further comprise receiving, from the search engine, search result content

selected based on the search query, wherein the search engine ranks the search

results based on the one predefined category to which the image belongs.

5 1 . The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 48, wherein the

operations further comprise:

Extracting context from the image; and

determining, using the extracted context of the image, that the image does not

belong to one of a plurality of predefined categories;

wherein generating the search query comprises generating a general search

query based only on the user-selected text.

52. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 46, wherein

initiating the action comprises:

generating, based on the content of the user-selected text, two or more

candidate search queries;

displaying the candidate search queries on the user interface; and



responsive to user selection of one of the candidate queries, sending, the user-

selected candidate query to a search engine.

53. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 46, wherein the

operations further comprise, before user selection of any of the blocks:

for the first block, generating one or more search queries based on the extracted

text of the first block; and

sending the one or more search queries to a search engine.

54. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 53, wherein the

data processing apparatus generates and sends the one or more search queries before

presenting the multiple blocks as respective first user-selectable targets on the user

interface.

55. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 53, wherein the

operations further comprise:

receiving search result content from the search engine based on the one or more

search queries; and

storing the received search result content in local memory of the data processing

apparatus.

56. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 53, wherein

generating the one or more search queries based on the extracted text of the first block

comprises:

parsing the extracted text of the first block into multiple first sets of text at a first

level of text-based granularity; and

generating a search query for each first set of text.

57. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 56, wherein the

operations further comprise:

in response to detecting the user selection of the first block:



parsing the extracted text of the first block into multiple second sets of text

at a second level of text-based granularity greater than the first level of text-based

granularity; and

prior to receiving the user selection of a portion of the extracted text within

the first block:

generating an additional search query for each second set of text;

sending each additional search query to the search engine;

receiving, from the search engine, additional search result content

based on the additional search queries; and

storing the additional search result content in local memory of the

data processing apparatus.

58. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 46, wherein

partitioning the extracted text into the blocks is based at least partially on semantic

analysis of the extracted text.

59. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 46, wherein the

operations further comprise displaying, on the user interface, content received from the

search engine.

60. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 59, wherein

displaying, on the user interface, content received from the search engine comprises

displaying the content in a viewport of the data processing apparatus along with at least

a portion of the image.
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